Optimal structural alignment using versatile scoring
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Summary
We compute optimal structural alignments by aligning distance matrices using a common mathematical and implementation
framework in which any distance matrix-based scoring scheme can be used.
Currently available are the scoring schemes of DALI [1], PAUL [2], and CMO [3].
User-specific scoring or alignment restrictions can readily be included.

Distance matrix alignment
A scoring function assigns scores to pairs of
inter-residue distances. The alignment with
the maximum sum of scores is optimal.
Left: Alignment of 4 residues (top row) to 3
residues (bottom row). Coloured lines denote
inter-residue distances, black lines denote
which residues are aligned.
Center: The distance matrices.
Right: The aligned distance matrices. The
yellow, blue and green inter-residue distances,
resp., are aligned.

Algorithm
Mathematical model is an integer linear program (ILP) similar to [3], with additional type of constraints.
The ILP is solved using techniques such as Lagrangian relaxation (applying double dynamic programming), Branch&Bound, as
well as preprocessing [4].
For similar proteins a provably optimal solution is found within reasonable time limit in many cases.
The algorithm always returns an alignment and a lower and upper bound on the optimal alignment score. Bounds can be used
for (i) estimating similarity and for (ii) quickly identifying from a database the target protein with highest similarity score to a
query protein [5].

Versatile scoring
Established scoring schemes: DALI [1], PAUL [2], CMO [3], Matras [6], SSAP [7],...
New (possibly problem specific) scoring schemes: just specify scoring function, gap costs, and sequence scores.
User-specific interactions: in/decrease score for residue pairs or force/forbid the alignment of residues.
...ideas are welcome!

Figure: Alignments generated with different scoring schemes
can be very different. Left: DALI scoring. Center: PAUL scoring.
Right: CMO scoring.

Figure: If a set of residues, here visualized with balls
and sticks, should be aligned, we can enforce this
during computation.

Contact: For the program, questions, comments or ideas send an e-mail to Inken.Wohlers@cwi.nl.
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